
 

CROWNING OF A SYCOPHANT~PSYCHOPATH        
FIRST 100 DAYS... TOTAL FAILURE 4/29/09 

HIS HONEYNESS SAYS HE’S SORRY FOR THE SCARY LOW-LEVEL  FLYOVER THE STATUE OF LIBERTY. 

 

IT WON’T HAPPEN AGAIN! 

Says "Obama the false Messiah" while traumatized NEW YORKERS scurry in terrorized, 
intimidated NEW YORKERS SAY, “ONE TIME IS ENOUGH to give them a thousand 
nightmares!” . . . TOTAL TERRANY.  

This brainless act was coming from the fascist ideologues’ from His Honeyness, President 
Obama’s  “Yes we can”, do anything we want~ administration. . .  ABSOLUTE FOOLISHNESS... 
BUT PEOPLE WILL FALL FOR IT AGAIN! MEANWHILE, America is being traumatized with 
contrived flu threats, financial cash of our economy, Marshal Law enact ion, loss of jobs, loss 
of pensions, and loss of homes. He will be crowned false messiah today, his 100 days of 
usurping office of Presidency and now false messiah.    



Yes, we can change! ... from security to absolute horror. 

FAA Memo: Feds Knew NYC Flyover Would Cause Panic 
Furious Obama Apologizes: "It Will Never Happen Again"i 

 CBS News Interactive: Sept. 11 And Since 

NEW YORK (CBS) ―  

Click to enlarge  
An F-16 fighter jet trails a larger military aircraft over Lower Manhattan Monday, April 27, 2009, conducting 
a photo shoot that panicked thousands of New Yorkers who believed the city was in jeopardy for another 
terrorist attack.  
  

• Obama Orders Review Of NYC Flyover (4/28/2009)  

• White House Apologizes For NYC Military Fly-By (4/28/2009) ted Links 

• FAA Memo: Feds Knew NYC Flyover Would Cause Panic  

Federal officials knew that sending two fighter jets and Air Force One to buzz ground zero and Lady Liberty might 
set off nightmarish fears of a 9/11 replay, but they still ordered the photo-op kept secret from the public, CBS 
station WCBS-TV reported. 
 
In a memo obtained by WCBS-TV, the Federal Aviation Administration's James Johnston said the agency was 
aware of "the possibility of public concern regarding DOD (Department of Defense) aircraft flying at low altitudes" 
in and around New York City. But they demanded total secrecy from the NYPD, the Secret Service, the FBI and even 
the mayor's office and threatened federal sanctions if the secret got out. 
 
"To say that it should not be made public -- knowing that it might scare people -- it's just confounding," Sen. 
Charles Schumer said. "It's what gives Washington and government a bad name. It's sheer stupidity."  
 
The flyover -- apparently ordered by the White House Office of Military Affairs so it would have souvenir photos of 
Air Force One with the Statue of Liberty in the background -- had President Obama seeing red. He ordered a probe 
and apologized.  
 
"It was a mistake. It will never happen again," President Obama said.  
 
The NYPD was so upset about the demand for secrecy that Police Commissioner Ray Kelly vowed never to follow 
such a directive again and he accused the feds of inciting fears of a 9/11 replay.  
 
"Did it show any insensitivity to the psychic wounds New York City has after 9/11? Absolutely. No questions about 
it. It was quite insensitive."  
 

javascript:void(0);
http://kdka.com/national/military.jets.nyc.2.996263.html
http://kdka.com/national/military.jets.nyc.2.995438.html
http://wcbstv.com/topstories/air.force.one.2.996457.html


The cost of the flight was about $60,000 an hour -- and that was just for Air Force One. That doesn't include the cost 
of the two F-16s that came along. 

All or at least many of you know by know of the flyover by a plane that was made to mimic Airforce One 
chased by two fighter jets over the great idol and over the 9-11 site they call "ground zero". This is now 
admitted to have been a staged photo shoot in order to get photos of AF1 with the great idol, and was 
to be held in high secrecy under the threat of severe penalty if the secret got out. SEE: 
http://wcbstv.com/local/air.force.one.2.996457.html 

Kurt Nimmo 

Infowars 

April 29, 2009  

CBS in New York reports that the Pentagon knew its photo-op flyover above Manhattan would raise 

“public concern” and frighten New Yorkers but pulled off the stunt anyway. “Federal officials knew that 

sending two fighter jets and Air Force One to buzz ground zero and Lady Liberty might set off nightmarish 

fears of a 9/11 replay, but they still ordered the photo-op kept secret from the public,” reports Marcia 

Kramer WCBS TV.  

In a memo obtained by the 

television station, “Federal 

Aviation Administration’s 

James Johnston said the 

agency was aware of ‘the 

possibility of public concern 

regarding DOD (Department 

of Defense) aircraft flying at low altitudes’ in and around New York City. But they demanded total secrecy 

from the NYPD, the Secret Service, the FBI and even the mayor’s office and threatened federal sanctions if 

the secret got out.”  

“Did it show an insensitivity to the psychic wounds New York City has after 9/11? Absolutely. No 

questions about it. It was quite insensitive,” NYPD Police Commissioner Ray Kelly said.  

Obama was out of the loop and forced to engage in damage control. “It was a mistake. It will never happen 

again,” he said. Obama has ordered an internal review of Monday’s low-flying photo op over the Statue of 

Liberty. 

Obama’s sheepish apology reveals that he serves as little more than window dressing for the real power in 

Washington — the shadow government and the national security state in control of the Pentagon. Obama 

is an employee in the service of Wall Street and the international bankers.  

 

 
  
  

 

Obama attempts to dodge questions on the 
Manhattan fly-over and then offers a weak 

promise.  

  

http://wcbstv.com/local/air.force.one.2.996457.html
http://wcbstv.com/topstories/air.force.one.2.996457.html
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In 1947, Truman signed the National Security Act, creating the National Security Council and the CIA. 

Wall Street lawyer Frank Wisner fleshed out the CIA at the behest of the Georgetown Set and the Nazi 

lover William Averell Harriman. As the Trilateral Commission admits, the national security state set up an 

apparatus designed to govern “the country with the cooperation of a relatively small number of Wall 

Street lawyers and bankers” (see Holly Sklar, Reagan, Trilateralism and the Neoliberals: Containment and 

intervention in the 1980s). It was precisely this cabal that President Eisenhower warned about in his 

farewell speech to the nation in 1961 (he called it the “military-industrial complex,” although it may be 

more accurately described as the bankster-military complex).   

As Major General Smedley Butler, USMC, noted in 1933, prior to the creation of the national security 

state, the bankers have ruled the roost for some time. “I spent most of my time being a high class muscle-

man for Big Business, for Wall Street and for the Bankers. In short, I was a racketeer, a gangster for 

capitalism,” Butler wrote. “I helped make Mexico, especially Tampico, safe for American oil interests in 

1914. I helped make Haiti and Cuba a decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect revenues in. I 

helped in the raping of half a dozen Central American republics for the benefits of Wall Street. The record 

of racketeering is long. I helped purify Nicaragua for the international banking house of Brown Brothers 

in 1909-1912 (where have I heard that name before?). I brought light to the Dominican Republic for 

American sugar interests in 1916. In China I helped to see to it that Standard Oil went its way 

unmolested.”  

The Pentagon and its bankster controllers are usually careful not to blow their cover in such tawdry and 

sensational ways, preferring to do their dirty work behind the scenes and not before the glaring lights of 

the corporate media, which often operates as a mindless machine sucking up all manner of sensationalism 

– from the Octomom to political corruption – even if it on occasion betrays the efforts of its corporate and 

bankster masters. So over the top and obviously cavalier was the Pentagon’s shameless fly-over conjuring 

up images and emotions linked to the false flag attack of September 11, 2001, the corporate media was 

obliged to focus on it and drum up negative publicity subsequently heaped on Obama. It is his job to take 

the blame for things completely out of his control.  

Of course, the fly-over was merely a blip on the corporate media radar screen. It will go away in short 

order, as did all the momentary hoopla over the torture memos and the dim possibility of prosecuting the 

Bush administration for its numerous and monumental crimes against humanity. Obama has directed his 

deputy chief of staff, Jim Messina, to “conduct a review into how the decision was made to conduct the 

flight,” according to the fumbling Robert Gibbs, White House press secretary, “to understand why the 

decision was made and to ensure that it never happens again.” 

Louis Caldera, director of the White House Military Office, will probably take the heat, maybe even lose 

his job, but the perpetrators of the fly-over at the Pentagon will not suffer any repercussion. For the 

Pentagon and its bankster owners, not only is the Statue of Liberty a prop in its ongoing propaganda 

http://www.fas.org/man/smedley.htm
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/29/nyregion/29plane.html?ref=politics


campaign, but so are the American people who are considered nothing more than plebs to be squeezed, 

manipulated, and when required slaughtered in large number. ii 

 

PAUL PILGRIM ASKED, WHY THE HIGH SECRECY? 
On Wed, Apr 29, 2009 at 9:30 AM, Pilgrim <pilgrim4life@embarqmail.com> wrote: 
What everyone is now asking, why was this to be held in high secrecy? What's the big deal, if they 
wanted just a photo shoot, there was no need for a secret operation. 
 
WHAT IF the reason for the secrecy, is they did not want anyone to know it was a photo shoot. 
WHAT IF the reason they did not want people to know is because they know that statue will not be 
there much longer? 
It gave me the willies, when that thought crossed my mind this morning, and i thought it was worth 
passing along. 
One thing for sure, there is much more to this story than what the media knows or is telling about. 
There is no doubt another reason for the photos as well, and if it was just done in order to put a picture 
on the white house walls then why did they go through all this trouble and expense for this million dollar 
operation? 
 
I think it is time for these visions, dreams, and alerts to start unfolding soon. 

As many of you know, there have been at least several dreams and visions concerning the demise of 
that great idol that sits on Ellis island in NY. Perhaps the most famous of these is the vision that famous 
evangelist A.A Allen received. Recently in the past few months there have been at least several people 
that have been alarmed and alerted about "Liberty" that great idol, and interest in these visions and 
dreams have once again been renewed. I have been one of these. Here is a couple of links to articles on 
our website in case you have not read them yet. The one by Pat Holliday has just recently been updated: 
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/Visions/statue.html 
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/PHstatue.pdf 
and the audio with Igor Shafid not strictly about this idol though: 
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/audio/Rick%20Wiles.%20Igor%20Shafhid%2001-20-09%20-
%20Americas%20Judgement.mp3 

                                                            
i   http://kdka.com/national/air.force.one.2.996715.html  
ii   http://www.infowars.com/manhattan-fly-over-and-the-national-security-state/ 
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